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Key features

- “Intrinsically safe” conditions during the  whole operation
- Minimized excavation requirements
- Extremely fast and easy-to-follow “foolproof” process
- 360º positioning on main and for outlet
- Enhanced leakproof test capability
- Ease of handling, single operator procedure
- Manual low torque drilling using lightweight equipment
- Remarkable final cost reduction over alternatives
- Quality and durability for years to come

SAFETY, EASE OF USE 
AND COST EFFICIENCY



Cost efficiency
The Supraflow represents a major leap forward for un-
der pressure operations in gas networks up to 150 
psi and large diameters.  Its ease of operation, fast 
installation procedure, reduced excavation require-
ments and safety features establish a new benchmark 
for cost efficient hot tapping systems.

Easy handling and a lightweight all-in-one installation tool, contribute to a fast and “one man” operation system.  Transporta-
tion of the Supraflow and the installation tool can be conveniently delivered to the jobsite on a car.  Moreover, the excavation 
area is kept to a minimum, generally no more than the area required for a new branch or extension installation. All told, the 
Supraflow offers a 3-fold reduction of time compared to a traditional squeeze-off and bypass operations. 

No-Compromise safety
The Supraflow has been designed keeping safety as top pri-
ority. No other system for hot tapping can offer an “intrinsically 
safe” technology when working on natural gas networks with 
pressures up to 150 psi. The safety features include 
mechani-cal safeguards during drilling and during the manned 
installation procedures.  The Torre engineering staff developed 
the Supra-flow with operators’ safety as the key mission.  

Ease of use



Low requirements
Installation of a Supraflow unit can be performed in extremely tight space 
conditions. 

Normally, once a branch has been installed (typically in a 3 ft  wide trench) 
the same trench is enough to install a Supraflow. This 3 ft wide excava-
tion area provides enough space for an easy installation.

This excavation area allows for a complete operation without the op-
erator having to crawl into risky positions aswell as a Supraflow easy 
handling. 

Thanks to reduced excavation footprint, substantial cost savings and 
shortened installation times can be achieved. 

The Supraflow installation offers the 
most practical procedure ever for under 
pressure large diameter tapping 
operations

Positioning
Depending on the location of the main and the branch geometry need-
ed, the Supraflow can be installed in any position on the main.  

The Supraflow can be rotated on two axes, providing freedom for easy 
positioning.  

Any Supraflow possible position can be installed with equal ease. 



Safety tests
To connect a branch to a main pipe, the Supraflow offers outstanding 
pressure testing capabilities, a system no other technology can match. 

- Once the Supraflow is welded to the main, a branch extension can 
be installed prior to the drilling operation.  At this step, the com-
plete branched pipe and branch saddle can be pressure tested 
(normally by a 24 hour leak test). 

- Only once the test is passed, the main pipe is drilled and, immedi-
ately, gas flows through the branch for servicing new customers.

From a safety point of view, 100% safety is assured, since no gas flows 
until the new branch has been leak proof tested. 

If a leak is detected along the branch, repairs can be carried out prior to 
gas flow. 

Safe drilling
Drilling takes place only after the entire new circuit has been pressure 
tested.

Drilling is conducted under airtight conditions in the whole circuit.

The drilling process constitutes the last step and is also the shortest. A 
common 6” pipe main drilling procedure is performed in approximately 
six minutes. 

The most demanding drilling conditions, an 8” Supraflow on 24” mains 
DR11, requires a peak of 115 pound-feet torque. 



Supraflow’s strong advantages

l Intrinsically safe environment
l Reduction in hot tapping operations cost
l Overall operational improvement
l Public disturbance reduction
l Personnel productivity enhancement
l Important positioning for PAS55 (US)

Minimum shavings
The drill bit is an exclusive design of Torre, developed to minimize resid-
ual presence of shavings in the pipe.

The tubular drill design enables the bit to retain internally no less than 
95% of the shavings and debris produced during the drilling procedure.

Over time, reducing debris in the pipe is a significant improvement mini-
mizing problems due to foreign contaminants that can travel along pipes, 
eventually harming elements in the network (valve seats, metering sys-
tems, etc ).

Airtight caping
Long term safety of the Supraflow relies on its 3 step closing devices:

- first step, when the tubular drill is screwed to its upmost tighten po-
sition, its O-ring works as the primary sealing element

- second step, two more O-rings fitted on the Supraflow head work as 
second and third sealing element after screwing the steel cap

- final step, a PE cover cap with an additional sealing O-ring is tightend 
and screwed to offer a completely enclosed PE element.

Once buried, the Supraflow offers a completely sealed system, ensuring 
integrity and best asset value for years to come.



Easy operation
The Supraflow constitutes a major leap forward for under pressure op-
erations in gas networks up to 150 psi.  Gas network operation risks are 
minimized. 

Its ease of operation and fast installation procedure sets a milestone for 
cost efficient hot tapping systems. Simple and fast operational proce-
dures account not only for lower cost, but specially for enhanced safety.

The Supraflow design allows the same ground cover over the gas main, 
as it can be installed horizontally preserving the same cover depth. 

Quality 

Once installed, the new branch must remain buried for de-
cades, and its quality will determine the rate of incidences and 
leaks.

The Supraflow has been designed to endure for a long period. 
It is manufactured from standard PE fittings and steel parts 
thoroughly treated to withstand harsh conditions. Once opera-
tion is completed, the final step involves fitting the unit with its 
sealed Polyethylene cap, ensuring an air and water tight clos-
ing by means of an O-ring seal and a stainless steel fastening 
screw.

Technical aspects

Safety aspects
The Supraflow unique design enables hot 
tapping to be performed within an airtight 
sealed chamber, providing an unrivaled and 
unmatched degree of safety that can be tech-
nically described as “intrinsically safe”.

Critical drilling operation is only performed 
once the branch and extensions have been 
tested and the drilling chamber is completely 
isolated and enclosed in the PE system. 

Drilling operation safety does not rely on spe-
cial skills or complicated-to-follow-protocols: 
the procedure is simple and clear. Any im-
proper welding consequences are avoided as 
testing is 100% done before drilling and gas 
flowing into the new branch.



Available formats
The Supraflow can be delivered as a stand-alone tapping Tee or as a complete assembly, where Tee is already fused 
to an electrofusion  branch saddle.

Formats and options

“Stand-alone” option offers a wide range of possibilities to fuse Su-
praflow on the mains, while requiring one more operation to be per-
formed -> the Supraflow Tee fusing onto the branch saddle.

Fusing the Supraflow Tee onto the branch saddle should be done 
strictly following the Torre procedure indications, to avoid exceeding 
overall maximum length (Tee + saddle).

Preserving the maximum overall length is important, as an exceeding 
length would not allow to drill the main.  Equipment shaft’s length 
would not be enough to completely drill through the main.

Complete assembly is delivered by fusing the stand alone Tee on 
a branch saddle ( electrofusion or buttfusion ). Complete units are 
tested in factory before shiping. In this case customer has to decide 
on Supraflow’s outlet position on the branch saddle.

Other options
Both stand alone and complete assembly Supraflow are also available in extended format, designed to meet extreme 
environmental conditions. Description is found further on.



Extended format

The Supraflow extended has been developed from the needs of some customers, to be used in highly corrosive environ-
ments in large diameter pipes and high pressures.

To ensure absolute safety against leaks that could be originated by some corrossion in the drilling head of the Supraflow, 
this head is assembled in a lower position, leaving a “raised” spigot over the head’s upper level. This enables to fuse an 
EF cap onto it. The ensemble is a full pressure capable entirely PE figure that is usable in harsh conditions.

All sizes of the Supraflow can be delivered as “extended” version.

... enabling an EF cap to be fused 
onto it. This procures a completely 
tight unit, SDR 11, that prevents any 
possible leak from corrosion effects 
under harsh environment.

Uncut Supraflow Tee, rising 
above the drilling head level ...



Technical specifications

SUPRAFLOW TAPPING TEES
SIZES, REFERENCES AND APPLICATION RANGE
REFERENCE               ØD ØE      A               B C L     ØK UT / BOX 
TSP4IPS8        4”IPS   4” IPS 12.32” 6.6” 10”-10.4” 18.6”-19.0” 2.44” 2
TSP4IPS9  6”-12”IPS   4” IPS 12.32” 6.6” 10”-10.4” 18.6”-19.0” 3.11” 2
TSP6IPS2 6”-18”IPS   6” IPS 12.48” 8.2” 9.2”-9.6” 18.7”-19.1” 4.53” 1

TSP8IPS2  8”-18”IPS   8” IPS 21.50” 12” 19.2”-19.6” 31.6”-32.0” 6.30” 1

COMPONENTS MATERIALS
TEE PE3408 / PE4710
BODY SAE4140 + Bichromated
BODY CAP SAE1024 + Bichromated
PIN SAE12L13 + Bichromated
SLEEVE SAE1024 + Bichromated
CUTTER SAE4140
O-RINGS NBR, Rubber (ISO 6447 / 6448)

* Saddle not included.
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SUPRAFLOW   Under pressure tapping tee for IPS PE pipe

Technical data



Pressure loss

The Supraflow has been tested for pressure loss values. Test was performed at several diferent flow speeds, up to 35 
ft/sec which is maximum available for this kind of tests. From values measured a trendline has been caclulated, using a 
second order polynomial. 

Corresponding flow for tested speeds and pipe size, is shown in table below:



Packaging and instructions manual

Safety packaging
Each Supraflow is packed individually in a expanded Polyurethane casing 
and inside a reinforced cardboard box. The Polyurethane casings (which 
are not a chemical waste, but safe and inert free of toxics) hold the unit 
in place during transport and handling. Before packing and once factory 
tested, each unit is completely cleaned with isopropyl alcohol.

Each unit has an identification sheet with production batch and history.

Instructions manual
Each Supraflow unit is supplied with a complete installation manual. 
Each step of the installation process is explained and illustrated. 



Standards compliance

The Supraflow is manufactured from commercial PE electro-
fusion and PE fittings manufactured by premier suppliers who 
are certified to all international standards.The metallic Supraflow 
head is designed and produced by Torre and meets the applica-
ble materials and testing standards. 

The PE to steel transition meets the applicable certifications. All 
assembled units are individually tested. The Supraflow complies 
with standards UNE 60405, ASTM D2513, EN 1555-3 

TESTS FOLLOWING ASTM D1598

Sustained pressure test    
Hoop stress  1600 psi
Test temp.        73.5ºF

Test duration  1000 hr 

Hoop stress   670 psi
Test temp.     176ºF
Test duration 1000 hr  
     

Supraflow has succesfully complied with all tests with 
no failures.

STANDARDS

Supraflow

ASTM     D2513

Electrofusion fittings

ASTM  D 2513
 D 3261
 D 2683
 F 1055

Metallic tapping head assembly

Factory tested fwng. ASTM F1973
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Traceability and Marking 
 
Each transition bears the batch number with a label providing the following information: 
 

 Manufacturing batch number 
 Manufacturer’s logo 
 Norm of reference 
 Output diameter 

 
Each welded seal is signalled by means of permanent marker on the welded set: 
 

 Welding number 
 Date welded 
 Welder’s number 

 
Each electrofusion accessory includes the following (according to EN 1555) 
 

 Manufacturer 
 Norm of reference 
 Material 
 SDR Accessory  
 SDR fusion interval 
 Internal fluid 
 Date manufactured 
 Manufacturing batch number 
 Power 
 Fusion and cooling times 

 
Each under pressure Tee bears the following information: 
 

 Manufacturer 
 Units per package 
 Product drawing 
 Product denomination 
 Product code 

 
 
Documentation   
 
With each batch delivery, a quality certificate is provided with the norm of reference, order reference, 
product description, batch number, the number of units per batch and delivery points. 
 
The quality certificates are according to EN 10204 3.1.b 
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Production quality controls & quality surveillance

Production procedures
The Supraflow is manufactured and assembled per batches,and each one is fully documented including performed proce-
dures, intermediate verifications, human resources involved and their qualification.

Once leaving production each batch is fully referenced. Any incidence can be tracked down to the production steps.

Production control is performed following a strict protocol which scheme can be seen following:

Quality surveillance
Each Supraflow is leaving factory fully tested and verified.  Each unit 
is fully tested in a specially designed facility to withstand conditions 
up to 240 psi, which is 50% above MOP.  Supraflow is only ap-
proved under 100% compliance with tests standards.

All intermediate and final verifications are fully recorded and files are 
kept indefinitely.



Safety and ease of use
Drilling equipment, specifically designed for Supraflow tapping operations, procures highest operation and operator’s safe-
ty while being extremely simple to operate. Latest drilling equipment version has been updated and major improvements 
incorporated:
- an overall maximal length of only __ ft for the 150 psi capable drilling machine.
- no protruding safety stopper spindle

- drilling shaft attachment without pin. 
An octagonal attachment 
with safety sleeve is nor used.

- specific equipment for up to 30psi now available, 
much smaller and lighter that the full 150 psi capable one, as no
safety stopper system is needed (no back-push on shaft at 
pressure up to 30 psi).

- color coded shafts to be matched against color coded
 Supraflow drilling head. No choice confusion possible.

- new sturdy injected polypropylene copolymer, with wheels, 
for easy handling.

Supraflow drilling equipment



REFERENCE SPECIFICATIONS
Grid Gas and water
Highest operating pressure 150 psi
Drilling accessory: Suprafl ow tapping tee 3”, 4”, 6” and 8”

SUPRAFLOW EQUIPMENT  
Under pressure drilling equipment ES34-ES35-ES36

Applications
Suprafl ow equipment can be used in any Suprafl ow un-
der pressure tapping tee for PE pipe. It includes all com-
ponents needed to assembly and carry out pressurized 
tests and network drilling.

Advantages
Suprafl ow equipment has been specifi cally designed to 
drill almost any polyethylene pipe with Suprafl ow Tee. 
Able to drill all confi gurations of the tee without having to 
adjust or trim fi ttings. Can be used on almost all saddles 
on the market, according to instructions by Torre. 
Can be fused onto saddle by butt fusion or using an elec-
trofusion coupling. Extremely versatile, it can be used in 
standard tee models and extended tee too.
Attachement of equipment to Suprafl ow Tee for drilling is 
done by means of an octagonal fi t, and a threaded safety 
sleeve.

Components
• ES34 kit – Full kit. Reduced drilling Tool + Complete 
drilling Tool
• ES35 kit – Reduced drilling Tool. For operations up to 
30 psi
• ES36 kit – Complete drilling Tool. For operations up to 
150 psi
Drilling tool supplied with each equipment is made of 
chemical nickel recovered tempered steel, and shafts are 
of treated high alloy stainless steel common to all equip-
ment. Premature corrosions are fully avoided. 

Equipment box
All the components are located inside a box of polypro-
pylene copolymer. Double action latches and PU gasket 
with easy opening mechanism. Manual pressure release 
valve. Large front handle and two man lift side handles. 
Wheels with bearings. Pre-cubed foam in the bottom with 
the pieces shape and convoluted foam in the lid. Corro-
sion proof metal hinges with lid stay features. Lifetime 
warranty.

Equipment maintenance 
To ensure best operating conditions is necessary carry-
ing out a yearly revision to test performance and sealing. 
Also, all components should be cleaned after their use.

Identifi cation
Each unit carries a Suprafl ow drilling instructions to 
guarantees the correct performance of these products. 
There’s also a check-list to fi nd out all the components 
inside the box.
Each size of shaft is marked with different colour to avoid 
a wrong choice. This colour has to match with the colour 
on the visible area after remove the Suprafl ow cap.
On the box there is an inscription where to identify which 
type of kit and pressure range to use.



EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS ES34-ES35-ES36
Nº, NAME, REFERENCES AND UNITS

Units
Nº NAME REFERENCE ES34. ES35 ES36
  0 Suprafl ow tool box 11211/11232 1 1 1
  1 Drilling machine (150 psi) 11212 1 X 1
  2 Drilling machine (30 psi) 11213 1 1 X
  3 8” IPS shaft with sleeve 11216 1 1 1
  4 6” shaft with sleeve 11215 1 1 1
  5 4” shaft with sleeve 11214 1 1 1
  6 4x4” shaft with sleeve 11222 1 1 1
  7 Pressure gauge (150 psi) 11220 1 X 1
  8 Pressure gauge (30 psi) 11221 1 1 1
  9 Ratchet wrench extension 10522 1 1 1
10 17mm ratchet wrench 10771 1 1 1
11 17mm wrench 10519 1 1 1
12 Unlock tool 11314 1 1 1
13 34-36 hook spanner 10517 1 1 1
14 Steel cap wrench (extended version) 11305 1 1 1
15 Damping system 11223 1 1 X
16 Spare parts 11219 1 1 1
17 User instructions 11217 1 1 1
18 Check list    - 1 1 1

EQUIPMENT               ES34                                   ES35                    ES36
WEIGHT:                      66 lb                                   46 lb                     59 lb
MEASURES:               46.8”x16.3”x6.3”        38.9”x16.3”x6.2”            46.8”x16.3”x6.3”
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Q & A for Torre Supraflow

1) Needed human and mechanical tools for installation

Q: What is needed for the Supraflow installation ?

A: A single operator can install the Supraflow easily. He would need a welding equipment, Supraflow drill-
ing equipment (26 lb weight) and the Supraflow itself (26 lb for a 6” Supraflow). Drilling operation requires 
around 115 pound feet effort for the biggest diameter and one single operator can easily do it.

2) Key point in the Supraflow installation

Q: Which is the most important point for installing a Supraflow ?

A: As for any electrofused PE fitting, pipe preparation (scrapping and cleaning) is the most important. No 
electrofusion can be reliable if preparation is not carefully executed.

3) Second most important point in the Supraflow installation

Q: Which is the second most important point after pipe preparation for a succesful Supraflow operation ?

A: Precisely complying with fusion or welding procedure is of outmost importance. Welded union tight-
ness and mechanical resistance depend on it.

4) Following step once the Supraflow is fused onto the main

Q: Which is the next step after having electrofused to the mains ?

A: Branch has to be fused or welded to Supraflow outlet. Same considerations as for point 2) and 3) 
apply at this point. The highest importance for a succesful operation relies on welding.

5) Whole set pressure testing

Q: How do we know everything is ready for drilling ?

A: Once everything is electrofused or welded, we have to test for leakproof. Through the connection pro-
vided at the drilling equipment it is possible to pressurize (N2 or gas) the whole (the Supraflow welded on 
the pipe, and the branch itself) and test for perfect tightness.

6) Failure in some welding procedure

Q: What if there is a leak somewhere because of a deficient electrofusion or welding ?

A: Unfortunately, there is no remediation for a wrong electrofusion operation. It is not possible to undo it 
and redo it. But there is no risk at all, as far as drilling has not been performed and there is no gas out-
side the mains. If such situation happens, the Supraflow must be carefully removed and a new unit has to 
be installed and rebranched nearby. 



7) Drilling operation

Q: If everything is OK, what’s the next step ?

A: Once tightness test is passed, it is possible to couple the drilling equipment and perform drilling. Drill-
ing equipment is designed so as to avoid any possibility of “overdrilling”. It’s design also provides safety 
against backpush due to the mains pressure once drilling operation is completed.

8) Drilling equipment removal

Q: How do we know we can remove the drilling machine safely ?

A: To remove the drilling machine it is necessary to remove the safety pin attaching the machine shaft to 
the drill shaft, and this can only be done once the drill has been hoisted to its fastened upwards position. 

9) Safe operation completion

Q: How to know the operation has been safely completed ?

A: Once the drilling machine is removed, the safety pin securing the drill in its upmost position has to be 
introduced. This avoids the drill to unfasten (for any unexpected reason - like vibrations - in the future). 

10) Leak before completion due to impurities on the drill sealing O-ring

Q: What if after having removed the drilling machine there is a leak coming along the drill shaft ?

A: If this happens it means some debris would have been deposited on the drill’s sealing O-ring, and this 
cannot be repaired, but, there is no further risk neither. The Supraflow tapping head is designed so as to 
enable screwing and fastening the metallic cap even if there is some pressure due to a leak. After having 
capped we have two O-ring within the metallic cap sealing already in place and working, and no further 
leak continues.



Manufactured by:   Torre Gas S.L.  /  Av. Maresme 122  /  08918 Badalona (Barcelona)  /  Spain




